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Instructions: 

 
1. Use the words below to complete the lyrics of the song.  

2. Start with “SOMETIMES” in the upper left corner of the grid. To move on, you can use any words 

right next to the word in any direction.  

3. Squares can only be used once, so cross out the ones you have already used! 

 

 

SOMETIMES problem because you’ll in all pain share I’ll road 

a in that understand WE have need we your the 

have our lives yesterday all won somebody all load up 

might house to we at however have to lean right 

just I tomorrow may support money sorrow family on I’M 

there always on LEAN on BUT is there IF carry 

there’s not lean because if me a that you can’t 

thought that to want we load when bear when tell 

meet somebody know wise are me you you’re to blue 

don’t need we when brother on call have not sad 

all low stop you enemy your be just strong down 

WE hand a need friend succeed I’ll and YOU good 

never being helping I’ll went on PLEASE swallow show food 

and a help helped at lean I if your let 

on carry you you in have to needing pride won’t 

FOR to need must things somebody your needs that you 

borrow it won’t be long of need needed down if 

smile FOR never can’t till those gonna need help to 

learns no failure can fill I’m slow perhaps will calling 

help worst one not out say friendship doubt in hard 

 

 

 



“Lean on me” 
by Bill Withers 

 

Sometimes ___________  our   ___________   ___________  all  ___________   

   ___________,  ___________  all  ___________  ___________ 

But  ___________  ___________  are  ___________,  ___________  know  ___________   

   ___________  always  ___________ 

 

Lean ___________  ___________ ,  ___________  you’re  ___________  ___________   

   ___________  I’ll  ___________  your  ___________ , ___________  ___________  you   

   ___________  ___________ 

For ___________  won’t  ___________  ___________  till  ___________  gonna ___________   

   ___________  to ___________  ___________ 

 

Please swallow  ___________  ___________  ___________ I have  ___________   

   ___________  need ___________  ___________  

For ___________  ___________  ___________  fill  those of ___________  ___________   

   ___________  you won’t  ___________  ___________  

 

You ___________  ___________  on  ___________  ___________  when  ___________     

   need  ___________  ___________   

We ___________  need  ___________  ___________  ___________  ___________ 

 

I ___________  might  ___________  ___________  ___________  that  ___________   

   ___________ 

We ___________  need  ___________  ___________  ___________  ___________ 

 

If ___________  ___________  ___________  load  ___________  have  to  ___________   

   ___________  ___________  ___________  carry 

 

I’m ___________  up  ___________  ___________ , ___________  share  ___________   

   ___________   

 

Can you guess the last line? 

If ___________________________________________________ 

 

 


